Camp Odayin
Residential & Winter Camp Volunteer Job Descriptions
ALL volunteer staff members at Camp Odayin must:
 be a minimum of 20 years old (by the first day of camp)
 commit to the total program and philosophy of Camp Odayin
 attend training sessions prior to the beginning of camp
 possess strength and endurance required to maintain consistent supervision of campers at all times
 possess exceptional interpersonal communication skills
 possess attributes of tolerance, fairness, maturity, and good humor
Camp Counselor
 live in a cabin and supervise a group of 7-9 campers of a similar age
 monitor the daily health and safety of each camper assigned
 carry out camp programs and participate in all camp activities with campers
 assess appropriateness of camper behavior and apply appropriate behavior modification
techniques
 enforce safety regulations and emergency procedures
 promote a sense of unity while addressing individual needs of each camper, encourage friendships
and positive interactions among campers
 enhance the self-esteem of each camper by encouraging and guiding them to participate
successfully in all aspects of camp activities
 enjoy the beauty and uniqueness of each camper assigned to you
Med Nurse
 distribute all medications assigned to campers
 provide first aid and emergency responses as needed
 communicate all medical concerns with Nursing and/or Medical Director
 maintain log of all camper concerns in the health center
 support and assist as needed with camp activities
 support the Nursing Director in the health center when needed
 must have current nursing license (LPN or RN)
(Depending on the state you’re are licensed in and the location of the camp you’re attending, we
will assist with obtaining a MN or WI license as needed)
Camp Doc/Cardiologist
 provide first aid and emergency responses as needed
 be on call for any cardiac emergencies
 communicate all medical concerns with Nursing and Medical Directors
 must have current MD license (Depending on the state you’re are licensed in and the location of
the camp you’re attending, we will assist with obtaining a MN or WI license as needed)
 maintain daytime shift in the health center
 meet with Camp Odayin leadership team each day to address camper / safety issues
Camp Odayin volunteers will work in tandem with the Camp Odayin Leadership Team.

